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Cancellation of the coherent accumulation in rubidium atoms excited by a train
of femtosecond pulses
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We investigated the coherence accumulation in Rb atoms excited by a train of femtosecond pulses. The
coherence accumulation results in the velocity selective optical pumping of Rb hyperfine levels, observed by
a cw probe laser. The effects of the pulse train excitation on the cw probe laser transmission were investigated,
depending on the probe laser power. We observed the probe laser absorption increase in the strong probe case,
followed by the reduction of the modulations in the probe laser absorption. Results show that accumulation of
population and coherence can be effectively reduced and eventually destroyed by increasing the cw laser
intensity. A strong cw laser can therefore serve as a switch from the pulse-train to pulse-by-pulse type of
interaction of Rb atoms with the fs laser. We developed a density-matrix based theoretical model of the
eight-level Rb atoms interacting with the fs and cw laser fields, and present agreement with the experimental
results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.76.043410
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mode-locked lasers generate short optical pulses by establishing a fixed phase relationship between all of the lasing
longitudinal modes. For a train of identical pulses, separated
by a fixed time interval, the spectrum can be obtained by a
Fourier series expansion, yielding a comb of regularly
spaced frequencies 关1,2兴. The optical frequencies f n of the
comb lines can be written as f n = nf r + f 0, where n is a large
integer, f r is the laser repetition rate, and f 0 is the carrierenvelope offset frequency. The comb’s frequency spacing f r
can be measured straightforwardly and phase locked to an
RF standard. In addition, the value of f 0 can be determined
and controlled using different techniques 关2兴. The use of the
phase-stabilized wide frequency-domain comb output of a
femtosecond 共fs兲 mode-locked laser has played a key role in
recent advances in optical 关3–6兴 and extreme ultraviolet frequency measurements 关7–10兴, optical frequency synthesizers
关11–13兴, and all optical atomic clocks 关14–16兴.
The interaction of inhomogeneously broadened two-level
atoms with a train of fs pulses was theoretically studied in
Ref. 关17兴. Analytical results obtained for the case in which
the atomic relaxation times are longer than the laser repetition period show the accumulation of population and coherence. Accumulative effects in the temporal-coherent control
of three-level rubidium atoms excited by the fs frequency
comb were investigated experimentally in Refs. 关18,19兴. The
authors considered a sequence of pulse pairs separated by a
laser repetition period, in which two pulses in the pair had
temporal relative delay and showed that stimulated emission
due to the accumulation of population in the excited state
gives an important contribution to the coherently controlled
processes.
The resonant interaction of the fs pulse train with cold
rubidium atoms was investigated in literature 关20–23兴. The
Jun Ye group developed direct frequency comb spectroscopy
共DFCS兲 which uses light from a comb of appropriate structure to directly interrogate the atomic energy level structure
and to study time-dependent quantum coherence 关21兴. In
1050-2947/2007/76共4兲/043410共9兲

Ref. 关22兴 DFCS is used for the determination of the absolute
atomic transition frequencies anywhere within the comb
bandwidth, for one- and two-photon processes in cold 87Rb
atoms. The 5S-7S two-photon transition is excited by scanning the offset frequency f 0 which eventually scans f n, the
optical frequency of the comb lines. The excited state population is determined from the 7S-6P-5S radiative cascade,
whereby the blue photons at 420 nm are detected. In the case
of the 5S1/2-5P1/2 and 5S1/2-5P3/2 one-photon transitions the
fluorescence from the two 5P states was detected as the offset frequency f 0 is scanned. In Ref. 关23兴 the authors show
that the combination of pulse shaping with the fs comb increase the signal of a two-photon transition at a specific chirp
while maintaining high resolution.
As we can see the theoretical work in 关17兴 comprises
fixed comb lines and broad absorption, while the work of the
Jun Ye group relies on tunable frequency comb and narrow
resonances. Our recent work 关24,25兴 combines fixed comb
lines, broad absorption 共rubidium atoms at room temperature兲, and an additional cw scanning probe laser. Resonant
excitation of the rubidium atoms by discrete frequency comb
optical spectrum results in the comblike velocity distribution
of the excited state hyperfine level populations and velocityselective population transfer between the Rb ground state
hyperfine levels. A modified DFCS was developed which
uses the fixed frequency comb for the 85,87Rb5 2S1/2
→ 5 2 P1/2,3/2 excitation and the weak cw scanning probe laser
for ground levels population monitoring. Observed modulations in the probe absorption are a direct consequence of the
velocity-selective optical pumping 共VSOP兲 induced by the
frequency comb excitation. The fs pulse train excitation of an
Rb four 共5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2兲 and six 共5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2兲 level
Doppler-broadened system was investigated theoretically in
the context of the density matrix formalism. The analogous
effect has also been observed and theoretically treated in the
case of cesium atoms 关26兴.
The present work improves the sensitivity of the detection
by introducing the lock-in technique. This technique eliminates the Doppler background from the signal and results in
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FIG. 1. Experimental scheme. PD: photodiode, P: polarizer, A:
analyzer, FI: Faraday isolator, and S: beam stopper. Inset: relevant
rubidium energy level scheme.

direct monitoring of the modulation of the probe laser transmission. The structure and depth of the observed modulations are unique for each of the four Doppler broadened absorption lines and they reflect the structure of hyperfine
levels and values of corresponding transition dipole moments. The enhanced sensitivity 共over ten times兲 enables us
to study various effects in frequency comb spectroscopy of
Doppler broadened lines more thoroughly. In this work, we
investigate how the frequency comb induced VSOP is influenced by the cw probe laser intensity. It turns out that in the
strong probe regime the frequency comb excitation leads to
the increase of the probe absorption and to the disappearance
of the modulation structure. The disappearance of the modulation structure implies the disappearance of the VSOP. This
imposes the conclusion that in the strong probe case, the
atomic excitation is not driven by a pulse train, but rather by
a pulse by pulse excitation. The physical mechanism behind
this effect is the effective shortening of the atomic coherence
relaxation time due to the strong probe laser. The numerical
calculations of the density matrix evolution for this system,
already developed in 关24,25兴, are amended by introducing
the probe laser electric field. Calculated probe laser absorption supports the experimental findings.
II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement, shown in Fig. 1, is similar
to the one used in Ref. 关25兴. A Tsunami 共Spectra Physics兲
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with pulse duration of about
100 fs generates ⬃5.8 THz broad optical frequency comb. It
uses a rf synthesizer for active mode-locking by the use of an
acousto-optic modulator. Besides this, the laser was not
locked to any stable frequency reference, meaning no active

FIG. 2. 共a兲 Measured probe transmission for the Rb vapor at
room temperature in the case when the fs laser is tuned to 5 2S1/2
→ 5 2 P1/2 transition at 795 nm. 共b兲 fs laser induced modulations in
the probe laser transmission measured with the lock-in amplifier
technique. The probe laser frequency is continuously scanned
across all four Doppler broadened 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines
at 780 nm. The fs and probe laser powers are 600 mW and 2.6 W,
respectively.

stabilization of the laser repetition rate, f r, and the carrierenvelope offset frequency f 0 was performed. However, the
experimental spectra are taken in a time scale of about 5 s,
during which the change in the repetition rate f r, is negligible. In these conditions, we can say that the comb frequencies were not tunable and the frequency comb was kept constant during the measurements. The laser repetition rate f r,
measured with a fast photodiode amounts to 80 MHz.
The fs laser beam, chopped with a SR540 mechanical
chopper at 3.5 kHz repetition rate, was weakly focused onto
the center of the glass cell containing rubidium vapor at
room temperature. The 85,87Rb5 2S1/2 hyperfine ground state
populations were monitored with a cw diode laser 共Toptica
DL100, ECDL at 780 nm兲, which propagated anticollinearly
with the fs laser, intersecting it under a small angle in the
center of the cell. The probe frequency was slowly scanned
across the Doppler-broadened 85,87Rb5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 hyperfine transitions at 3 GHz/ s scanning rate. The probe laser
transmission was simultaneously detected with two
Hamamatsu Si photodiodes.
The signal from the second photodiode PD2 关shown in
Fig. 2共a兲兴 was directly fed into a digital oscilloscope 共Tektronix TDS5140兲. It represents the transmission across all
four Doppler broadened 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines at
780 nm for the fs laser tuned to 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2 transition at
795 nm. Two outer absorption lines result from the 87Rb absorption, whereas the inner two come from 85Rb absorption.
The excited state 5 2 P3/2 hyperfine levels are not resolved
due to the Doppler broadening. Therefore each of the four
absorption profiles consists of three Doppler broadened hyperfine transitions. The modulations of the absorption profiles are the result of the fs pulse train excitation of Rb atoms.
The signal from the first photodiode PD1 was fed to the
lock-in amplifier 共Stanford Research SR510兲 referenced to
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FIG. 3. Hyperfine energy level scheme of the 85,87Rb 5 2S1/2,
5 P1/2,3/2 eight-level system. The arrows indicate the fs and probe
laser frequencies used in the theoretical calculation in the strong
probe case.
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the mechanical chopper on the fs laser beam. The lock-in
signal represents the change of the probe laser transmission
induced by the fs laser. The lock-in output 关shown in Fig.
2共b兲兴 is monitored on the digital oscilloscope. The signal in
Fig. 2共b兲 represents ⌬T = Tfs − T, where Tfs and T are the
probe laser transmission with and without the fs pulse train
excitation, respectively. The advantage of the lock-in detection technique is obvious, since the broad Doppler background is eliminated. Additionally, the signal-to-noise ratio is
greatly enhanced providing insight to finer details of the
modulations.
III. THEORY

A rubidium atom energy level scheme relevant for the
experiment is given in Fig. 3. Theoretical modeling was carried out utilizing standard density-matrix analysis. The eightlevel 共two 5 2S1/2 hyperfine ground levels, two 5 2 P1/2 and
four 5 2 P3/2 excited hyperfine levels兲 85Rb and 87Rb atoms
interacting with the fs and probe laser electric fields were
considered.
The density matrix equations of motion are given by 关27兴

˙ nm = − iប Ĥ, ˆ nm − ␥nmnm,
−1

˙ nn = − iប−1Ĥ, ˆ nn +

兺
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where the subscripts nm refer to the eight hyperfine levels
numbered from the lowest to highest energy level. ⌫nm gives
the population decay rate from level m to level n. It includes
level to level radiative decay and inelastic collisions. ␥nm is
the damping rate of the nm coherence. The damping rates
␥nm for the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix are
not independent of the damping rates of the diagonal elements. They are given by

⌫n =

兺

n⬘共En⬘⬍En兲

⌫ n⬘n .

共4兲

In low density rubidium vapor at room temperature the
radiative decay rates dominate all damping rates. The inelastic collisions contribute to the population and coherence decay through the thermalization process. Its rate is given by
the product of the collision cross section 关28兴, the average
atom velocity, and the atomic number density. In our experimental conditions it is about 8 kHz. The elastic collisions
contribute only to the decay of coherence 共dephasing兲. The
elastic collision dephasings are deduced from the experimental values for the self-broadening of Rb resonance lines 关29兴.
For the rubidium vapor at room temperature they are about
16 kHz. The total radiative decay rates calculated from the
lifetimes 关30兴 of 5 2 P1/2 共27.7 ns兲 and 5 2 P3/2 共26.24 ns兲 are
36 and 38 MHz, respectively. As we can see, both elastic and
inelastic decay rates are three orders of magnitude smaller
than the radiative decay rates.
The Hamiltonian of the system is Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥint, where Ĥ0
is the Hamiltonian of the free atom and 共Hint兲nm
= −nmET共t兲 − nmEcw共t兲 represents the interaction of the
atom with the pulse train and cw laser electric field, nm is
the dipole moment of the electronically allowed 共Fg → Fe
= Fg, Fg ± 1兲 transitions, calculated from Ref. 关31兴. Since in
our experiment the frequency comb was centered on the
5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2 transition and the probe laser was scanned
across the 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 transition, a single transition connecting two nm hyperfine levels is affected by just one of the
two laser fields. The pulse train electric field is given by

冋兺
N

ET共t兲 =

n=0

册

共t − nTR兲ein⌽R eiLt = T共t兲eiLt ,

共5兲

where N is a large integer 共order of 106兲, 共t − nTR兲 is the
slowly varying envelope of the nth hyperbolic-secant laser
pulse, ⌽R is the round-trip phase acquired by the laser within
the cavity, TR is the laser repetition period, and L is the
central laser frequency. T共t兲 is the slowly varying envelope
of the pulse train. The pulse train frequency spectrum consists of a comb of N laser modes separated by 1 / TR and
centered at L + ⌽R / TR. The nth mode frequency is given by
n = L + ⌽R / TR ± 2n / TR. The probe laser electric field is
Ecw共t兲 = E0eicwt, where E0 and cw are the amplitude and
frequency of the monochromatic probe laser electric field.
From Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 a system of 36 coupled differential
equations for the slowly varying density-matrix elements
was obtained. The population of the nth atomic level is given
by the diagonal density-matrix element nn, whereas offdiagonal elements nm represent the slowly varying envelope
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of the coherences. The system of coupled differential equations was integrated using a standard fourth-order RungeKutta method.
IV. WEAK PROBE CASE

In the case of weak field approximation and linear absorption regime, the populations of the two ground levels are not
noticeably altered by the interaction with the radiation field.
Therefore for the probe laser intensities which are far below
the saturation intensity for Rb 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 transition
共2.5 mW/ cm2 关30兴兲, the influence of the probe laser on the
ground levels population is negligible. Measured optical
thickness is then directly proportional to the ground hyperfine level populations 11 and 22, which are modified due to
the 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2 fs pulse train excitation. In these conditions, the above described eight level system reduces to a
four level system 共two 5 2S1/2 ground and two 5 2 P1/2 excited
levels兲 interacting only with the pulse train electric field.
This approach was extensively described in our previous papers 关24,25兴. The resulting system of ten coupled differential
equations for slowly varying density-matrix elements was
numerically solved and the time evolutions of the atomic
level populations and coherences were obtained.
For the rubidium vapor at room temperature, the inhomogeneous Doppler broadening 共of about 500 MHz兲 is significantly larger than the homogeneous broadening. Therefore
the atomic transition frequency ge must be replaced with
ge
⬘ = ge + kជ · vជ , where kជ is the laser wave vector and vជ is the
atomic velocity. Different velocity groups correspond to different frequency detuning, ␦ = kជ · vជ , so for a given n and a
given 5 2S1/2共Fg兲 → 5 2 P1/2共Fe兲 hyperfine transition there is a
velocity group 共␦n detuning兲, which fulfills the n = ge
⬘ resonance condition. Since the pulse train frequency spectrum
consists of a comb of laser modes separated by 1 / TR
共80 MHz兲, the resonance condition is also satisfied for velocity groups with detuning ␦ = ␦n ± 2k / TR, where k is a positive integer, corresponding to resonance with different comb
modes. Therefore different velocity groups are in a different
situation with respect to the excitation 共accumulation兲 process, which leads to the VSOP of ground hyperfine levels
and velocity selective comblike population in the excited hyperfine levels.
The experimental observation of the VSOP is achieved by
monitoring the transmission of the weak cw probe laser scanning across all four 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 Doppler broadened absorption lines. The calculated absorption coefficient for the
rubidium vapor at room temperature interacting with the fs
pulse train is shown in Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲 for 87Rb and 85Rb
isotopes, respectively. The calculations were performed for
the fs laser electric field amplitude of 1.5⫻ 106 V / m and
central fs laser frequency equal to 87Rb 1 → 1 and 85Rb 2
→ 2 hyperfine transition frequencies. We calculated 85,87Rb
hyperfine ground level populations 共11 and 22兲 at a time
which corresponds to the mean interaction time of the atoms
with the fs laser beam 共 = 1.25 s兲. The calculation was performed for different atomic velocity groups 共different detunings ␦兲 and the velocity distributions of the ground state
hyperfine level populations were obtained. Each hyperfine

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Calculated optical thickness for 87Rb 共a兲 and 85Rb 共b兲
isotope in the case of 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2 fs laser excitation. An absorption line 共thick line兲 is calculated by adding the contributions of
three hyperfine components 共thin lines兲. Doppler profiles are shown
with dotted lines. Vertical lines denote the frequencies and relative
transition dipole moments of hyperfine lines.

profile 关shown with thin solid lines in Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲兴
was calculated as a convolution of the velocity distribution
of the ground state population and the Lorentzian of natural
width. The modulation in each hyperfine transition line is
determined by the 5 2S1/2 and 5 2 P1/2 hyperfine energy splittings and 5 2S1/2共Fg兲 → 5 2 P1/2共Fe兲 transition probabilities.
The periodic behavior is given by the 80 MHz mode separation in the frequency comb. The difference in modulation
structure for the case of 87Rb and 85Rb isotopes is explained
in detail in our previous paper 关25兴. Each 5 2S1/2共Fg兲
→ 5 2 P3/2共Fg , Fg ± 1兲 absorption line 关thick solid lines in
Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲兴 is calculated by adding the contributions
of three hyperfine components. If the frequency separation of
the three hyperfine lines is favorable 共close to the multiple of
80 MHz兲, the formed 5 2S1/2共Fg兲 → 5 2 P3/2共Fg , Fg ± 1兲 absorption line exhibits stronger modulations, as seen in 87Rb
关Fig. 4共a兲兴. In the case of 85Rb a two-peak modulation structure is observed 关Fig. 4共b兲兴 due to the more complex modulation structure of one hyperfine line and unfavorable 5 2 P3/2
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the calculated 共a兲 and measured
共b兲 ⌬T for the 87Rb isotope in the weak probe case. ⌬T = Tfs − T,
where Tfs and T are the probe transmission with and without fs laser
excitation. In the experiment the fs laser was adjusted at 795 nm
with 600 mW of output power. The probe laser of 2.6 W output
power was scanned across 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption.

FIG. 6. Comparison between calculated 共a兲 and measured 共b兲
⌬T for the 85Rb isotope in the weak probe case. ⌬T = Tfs − T, where
Tfs and T are the probe transmission with and without fs laser excitation. In the experiment the fs laser was adjusted at 795 nm with
600 mW of output power. The probe laser of 2.6 W output power
was scanned across 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption.

hyperfine energy splittings. Although the overall absorption
line is a result of adding three hyperfine lines, it is clear that
some structures in the total absorption line can be predominately related to an individual hyperfine transition. Two
minima in the 85Rb 3 → 2 , 3 , 4 absorption line coincide with
the minima in 3 → 3 and 3 → 4 hyperfine lines 关indicated by
arrows in Fig. 4共b兲兴 which are detuned by 121 MHz. Due to
the 80 MHz periodicity of the modulation structure in one
hyperfine line, the 121 MHz detuning between two hyperfine
lines yields 41 MHz detuned minima in the absorption line
profile. The contribution of the 3 → 2 hyperfine line to the
total absorption line is basically negligible due to the small
transition dipole moment. In the formation of the 2
→ 1 , 2 , 3 absorption line all three hyperfine lines contribute
almost equally and it is difficult to assign the structure in the
total absorption profile to a specific hyperfine transition. Two
maxima denoted by arrows in Fig. 4共b兲 come predominately
from maxima in the 2 → 2 and 2 → 3 hyperfine lines, and
they are therefore detuned by 63 MHz. Calculated rubidium
absorption lines in the case without a fs laser are shown in
Fig. 4 by dotted lines.
In order to compare theory and experiment, calculated
optical thickness and Beer Lambert law are used to simulate
the probe laser transmission with 共T f 兲 and without 共T兲 the fs
laser. By subtracting these two spectra, we simulate the
change in the probe laser transmission due to the fs pulse
train excitation, ⌬T = Tfs − T. Simulated and measured ⌬T in
the case of weak probe laser 共probe power equal to 2.6 W兲
scanning across all four 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 separately for each isotope. The previously discussed two peak structure in the case of the 85Rb
isotope is now clearly visible in Fig. 6. The agreement between theory and experiment confirms this method as a high
sensitivity technique for the frequency comb excitation processes monitoring. By monitoring ⌬T, this technique enables
us to study the influence of different experimental parameters

共such as central fs laser wavelength and output powers of the
fs and probe lasers兲 on the VSOP. We stress these results in
the rest of the paper and give special attention to the set of
measurements obtained for different probe laser output powers.
Structure and depth of the modulations in measured ⌬T
are strongly dependent upon the central wavelength of the fs
laser. The modulations are strongest for the fs laser central
wavelength tuned to resonance lines at 795 nm 共5 2S1/2
→ 5 2 P1/2兲 and 780 nm 共5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2兲. ⌬T modulations
decrease as the fs laser peak wavelength is detuned from the
resonances. When the fs central wavelength is in the spectral
region in-between the two resonances both resonances can be
simultaneously excited due to the broad fs spectrum. The
measurements of the modulations for the fs laser central
wavelength tuned to 780, 795, and 787.5 nm are shown in
Fig. 7. The fs laser spectral full width at half maximum was
around 13 nm. Due to the different hyperfine energy splittings and the relevant transition dipole moments of the
5 2 P1/2 and 5 2 P3/2 excited states, a different modulation
structure is observed when the fs laser is tuned to 780 and
795 nm.
Measured modulations for the 87Rb 1 → 0 , 1 , 2 absorption
line for a different fs laser central wavelength are shown in
Fig. 8 in more detail. In the case of 795 and 780 nm resonant
excitations the modulations show a similar single peak structure, relatively detuned by 36 MHz. As we discussed earlier,
the one peak modulation structure in one modulation period
of 80 MHz is directly connected to the excited state hyperfine energy splittings, which are close to a multiple of
80 MHz for both 5 2 P1/2 共812 MHz兲 and 5 2 P3/2 共72 and
157 MHz兲 excited states. The absolute frequency detuning of
36 MHz can be explained by inspecting the theoretical results for the optical thickness of the 87Rb 1 → 0 , 1 , 2 absorption line profile in the case of 795 and 780 nm fs excitation,
given in our previous paper 关25兴. In the calculations of the
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excitation. This leads to the conclusion that the absolute frequencies of laser modes in the frequency comb do not
change when the central fs laser frequency is changed from
780 to 795 nm, which support excellent performance of the
Tsunami mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator used in the experiment.
By changing the fs laser output power in the 50– 800 mW
power range, the structure of modulations in ⌬T does not
change significantly. The modulation depth increases linearly
by increasing the fs laser output power and the saturation of
the modulation intensities is observed for the fs laser power
above 440 mW.
V. STRONG PROBE CASE

FIG. 7. Dependence of the modulation structure upon the central
wavelength of the fs laser. The probe laser was scanned across
5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines at 780 nm. fs and probe laser
powers are 600 mW and 2.6 W, respectively.

795 nm excitation the fs comb was set to be in resonance
with the 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 1兲 hyperfine transition,
while in the case of the 780 nm the comb was set in resonance with the 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P3/2共Fe = 0兲 hyperfine
transition. Taking into account the absolute frequencies of
these two hyperfine transitions 关30兴 the two independent
combs can be related. This implementation results in the
36 MHz relative detuning between the calculated 87Rb 1
→ 0 , 1 , 2 absorption line modulation peaks in the case of 795
and 780 nm fs excitation. The most interesting result is obtained for the 787.5 nm fs excitation, where a double peak
structure in one modulation cycle appears. This is a result of
the broad frequency comb spectrum which at 787.5 nm central wavelength simultaneously excites both 5 2S1/2
→ 5 2 P1/2,3/2 resonance lines. Therefore the double peak
structure in 787.5 nm fs excitation is directly connected with
one peak in 780 nm fs excitation and one peak in 795 nm fs

FIG. 8. Dependence of the modulation structure upon the central
wavelength of the fs laser for the 87Rb 1 → 0 , 1 , 2 absorption line,
shown in more detail.

By increasing the cw probe laser power, the weak field
approximation is not valid anymore and the complete theoretical treatment described in Sec. III must be applied. The
model includes all eight hyperfine levels and the probe laser
electric field is included explicitly in the interaction Hamiltonian. Time evolution of the density matrix elements is obtained by integration of 36 coupled differential equations. As
an instructive example we show in Fig. 9 the time evolution
of the 87Rb 共5 2S1/2 , 5 2 P1/2 , 5 2 P3/2兲 hyperfine level populations for zero velocity group atoms, i.e., ␦ = 0. The calculations were performed for the 1.5⫻ 106 V / m fs laser electric
field and fs laser central frequency set to a 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲
→ 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 2兲 hyperfine transition. The probe laser frequency was set to a 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P3/2共Fe = 1兲 hyperfine
transition frequency 关indicated in Fig. 3共b兲兴. The hyperfine
level population dynamics in the weak and strong probe case
are calculated and shown in Figs. 9共a兲–9共c兲 and Figs.
9共d兲–9共f兲, respectively. The probe laser electric fields were
set to 18 V / m in the weak probe case and to 300 V / m in the
strong probe case. These values correspond to the experimental probe powers of 2.6 and 760 W. In addition to the
hyperfine level population dynamics, we show in Fig. 10
calculated time evolution of the slowly varying envelope of
the coherence for the transition excited by the fs laser, in the
case of weak and strong probe laser powers. Due to the fs
resonant excitation the coherence is represented only by
Im共14兲.
In the weak probe case the fractional ground and excited
state populations exhibit the time evolutions equivalent to
those presented in our previous work 关24兴. Two main processes dominate the atom dynamics: the hyperfine ground
states optical pumping 关decrease of 11 and simultaneous increase of 22, Fig. 9共c兲兴 and accumulation of the excited state
population and coherence due to the pulse train excitation
关see 44 and 14 in Figs. 9共b兲 and 10兴. Both processes are
governed by the fs laser, whereas the probe laser influence is
negligible. The optical pumping is a result of the excitation
of the open two-level transition. The accumulation of population 关Fig. 9共b兲兴 and consequently the accumulation of coherence 共Fig. 10兲 come as a result of the fs laser rubidium
atom excitation, where the pulse repetition period TR is
smaller than the relaxation times of the system. Therefore the
system can never completely relax between two consecutive
laser pulses 共see Ref. 关17兴兲. The pulse train excitation in the
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FIG. 10. Calculated time evolution of the slowly varying envelope of the coherence 14 for the transition resonantly excited by
the fs laser, in the case of weak 共18 V / m兲 and strong 共300 V / m兲
probe fields. fs laser central frequency was set to a 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲
→ 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 2兲 hyperfine transition, while the probe laser frequency was set to a 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P3/2共Fe = 1兲 hyperfine transition frequency.

FIG. 9. Calculated time evolution of the 87Rb 11, 22 ground
and 44, 66 excited hyperfine level populations for zero velocity
group atoms 共␦ = 0兲 in the case of weak 共18 V / m兲 and strong
共300 V / m兲 probe fields. These probe powers correspond to 2.6 and
760 W experimental probe powers, respectively. fs laser central
frequency was set to 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 2兲 hyperfine transition, while the probe laser frequency was set to 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲
→ 5 2 P3/2共Fe = 1兲 hyperfine transition frequency 关indicated in Fig.
3共b兲兴.

time domain corresponds to the frequency comb excitation in
the frequency domain. A steady state is achieved on a time
scale of 3 s with the 5 2 P1/2,3/2 excited state populations
less than 1%.
In the strong probe case the population time evolutions
change significantly. The steady state is observed on a
smaller time scale 共around 0.7 s兲. Strong optical pumping
dominates the atom dynamics, but it is in this case governed
predominately by the strong probe laser. The time evolution
of the 11 and 66 populations show damped Rabi oscillations
with Rabi frequency equal to 13.6 MHz, see Figs. 9共f兲 and
9共d兲. Although the 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 2兲 hyperfine level is not directly connected with the probe laser excitation 共it is excited
by the fs laser兲, the influence of the probe laser on the 44
population and 14 coherence is clearly visible from Figs.
9共e兲 and 10. Contrary to the weak probe case, in the strong
probe case no accumulation of population and coherence induced by the fs laser excitation was observed. Since accumulation of population and coherence are typical pulse train
effects 关17兴, we can conclude that by increasing probe laser
power the interaction of the system with the fs laser changes

from the pulse train interaction to the pulse by pulse interaction. In other words, the effective atomic coherence relaxation time decreases when the probe power is increased. This
is clearly evident by the inspection of the coherence induced
by the first few pulses shown in Fig. 10. The change from
pulse train interaction to pulse by pulse interaction in the
time domain corresponds to the change from the frequency
comb to the spectrum of the single pulse in the frequency
domain. This leads to the conclusion that in the strong probe
case, the atoms interact with the broad continuous spectrum
of the single pulse and not with the frequency comb.
The probe laser absorption is calculated directly from the
theoretical model. It is given by the imaginary part of the
relevant off-diagonal density matrix element. Calculated
87
Rb 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P3/2共Fe = 1兲 probe laser absorption,
for zero velocity group atoms, in the case of weak and strong
probe fields is given in Fig. 11. The mean interaction time of
Rb atoms with the fs laser is equal to  = 1.25 s 关24兴, so the
probe absorption at time  is considered. For small probe
laser output power, Fig. 11共a兲, the probe absorption decreases when the fs laser is applied. As previously discussed,
in this power regime the probe laser merely monitors ground
levels population, i.e., the decrease of probe absorption corresponds to the decrease of the 5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 population. By
introducing the fs laser into the vapor, a part of the ground
5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 level population is transferred to the ground
5 2S1/2共Fg = 2兲 state by fs laser induced optical pumping
through the 5 2 P1/2 state. In the strong probe case, Fig. 11共b兲,
the effect of the fs laser on the probe absorption is opposite,
the probe absorption increases when the fs laser is present in
the vapor. This effect is a result of a strong probe laser which
depletes the population of the ground 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 level and
enhances the population of the ground 2S1/2共Fg = 2兲 level by
probe laser induced optical pumping through the 5 2 P3/2
state. Although the central fs laser frequency is set to a
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FIG. 11. Calculated probe laser absorption in the case of weak
共a兲 and strong 共b兲 probe laser fields with 共solid lines兲 and without
共dashed lines兲 the fs laser. In the case of a strong probe laser field
the oscillations of the probe laser absorption due to Rabi oscillations 共13.6 MHz for a given probe electric field and transition dipole moment兲 can be observed.

5 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 → 5 2 P1/2共Fe = 2兲 transition, the transfer of the
ground 5 2S1/2共Fg = 2兲 level population to the excited
5 2 P1/2共Fe = 1 , 2兲 levels is possible due to the broad fs frequency spectrum. The spontaneous decay from the
5 2 P1/2共Fe = 1 , 2兲 levels then decreases the depletion of the
ground 2S1/2共Fg = 1兲 level population and therefore leads to
the increase of the probe laser absorption in the presence of
the fs laser.
The experimental investigation of the change in the probe
transmission due to the fs laser excitation, ⌬T = Tfs − T, for
different probe laser powers is shown in Fig. 12. The fs laser
was tuned to a 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P1/2 transition at 795 nm and the
average output power was 600 mW. The probe laser was
scanned across all four 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines. The
probe laser output power was increased gradually from

FIG. 12. The dependence of the probe laser transmission modulations ⌬T on the probe laser output power. The fs laser is tuned to
795 nm, with 600 mW of average output power. The probe laser is
scanned across 5 2S1/2 → 5 2 P3/2 absorption lines at 780 nm.

2.6 W 共weak probe case兲 up to 3.9 mW. By increasing the
probe laser power the structure and depth of the modulations
in ⌬T change significantly. Two key points should be considered regarding the spectra shown in Fig. 12. First, the fs
laser induced increase of the absorption for all velocity
groups 共⌬T negative for all four absorption lines兲 is observed
in the strong probe case. In the case of 87Rb 1 → 0 , 1 , 2 and
85
Rb 2 → 1 , 2 , 3 absorption lines, ⌬T ⬍ 0 is observed for all
velocity groups already at 760 W probe laser power 关Fig.
12共c兲兴. This experimental observation confirms the theoretical calculation shown in Fig. 11, where in the strong probe
case the fs laser excitation leads to the increase of the probe
absorption 共corresponding to ⌬T ⬍ 0兲. Second, as the probe
laser power is increased the modulation depth decreases and
a broad background with ⌬T ⬍ 0 for all velocity groups appears. For the probe power of 3.9 mW, measured ⌬T for
87
Rb 1 → 0 , 1 , 2 and 85Rb 2 → 1 , 2 , 3 absorption lines result
in a Doppler broadened absorption feature without the modulation structure 关Fig. 12共d兲兴. The velocity selection due to the
frequency comb excitation is therefore lost, and the atoms
interact with individual pulses rather than with the pulse
train. This result is supported by the theoretical calculation
shown in Figs. 9共e兲 and 10 where in the strong probe case no
accumulation of population and coherence is obtained.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented enhanced sensitivity measurements of
the velocity selective optical pumping 共VSOP兲 of the Rb
ground state hyperfine levels induced by the pulse train excitation. Using this approach we were able to directly measure the change of the probe laser transmission as a result of
the resonant fs laser excitation of the Rb atoms. The results
of this experimental method in the case of the weak probe
laser output power are verified by the theoretical treatment
developed in our previous papers. The agreement between
theory and experiment is satisfactory, confirming this method
as a high sensitivity technique for the frequency comb excitation processes monitoring. This allowed us to study the
VSOP under different experimental conditions.
The most interesting result has been obtained in the case
of the strong probe laser field. In this case, the velocity selection due to the frequency comb excitation is lost, corresponding to the interaction of atoms with the individual
pulses rather than with the pulse train. The effects of the fs
laser excitation on the strong probe laser absorption are calculated by applying an extended theoretical model. Calculated results confirm the experimental findings. The strong
probe laser field decreases the effective coherence relaxation
time of the Rb system leading to the pulse by pulse excitation. Therefore by changing the probe laser power, a gradual
change from the frequency comb excitation to the pulse by
pulse excitation of Rb atoms is observed. This result could
lead to the application in the coherent control experiments
关32兴. The authors in Ref. 关17兴 demonstrated the necessity of
considering accumulative effects for a full explanation of a
coherent control signal obtained from the rubidium vapor. In
order to avoid the typical pulse train effects while still preserving high repetition frequency of the pulses our method
could be applied.
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Exploitation of quantum memory for information storage
and data processing is one of the fundamental aspects in the
experimental physics 关33,34兴. In the experiments where the
coherence of the system has to be controlled and maintained
for as long a time as possible despite higher field intensities
关35兴, our method could be applied for system coherence
monitoring.
In addition, the applied laser scheme 共strong probe case兲
could be correlated to the V-type electromagnetically induced transparency 共EIT兲 scheme 关36兴, where the strong cw
laser acts as a pump laser and the frequency comb represents
an array of the weak probe lasers. However, to observe the

EIT resonance in such a scheme the absorption of an individual frequency comb mode has to be measured. This is an
additional experimental challenge which will be treated in
future experiments.
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